
Summer Garden BoM 

February 2023 - Snowball

February features the Snowball block; another beginner

friendly block that uses squares of different sizes.  

Block instructions introduce the stitch and flip construction

method.    

As mentioned in the September fabric requirements PDF, this

block requires the following; 

For a throw sized quilt:

Background - 1 fat quarter OR 0.15m yardage 

Fabric A - 1 fat quarter OR 0.15m yardage

Fabric B - 1 fat quarter OR 0.15m yardage 

For a twin sized quilt:

Background - 1 fat quarter OR 0.2m yardage 

Fabric A - 2 fat quarters OR 0.45m yardage 

Fabric B - 2 fat quarters OR 0.45m yardage

For a queen sized quilt:

Background - 2 fat quarters OR 0.35m yardage

Fabric A - 3 fat quarters OR 0.6m yardage

Fabric B - 3 fat quarters OR 0.6m yardage

To make a quilt similar to the original sample design, use a

medium green background, light green fabric A, and dark

green fabric B.



Snowball Assembly Instructions:

Select one 5 ½" square of fabric A and one 1 ½" background

square. Place the background square in one corner of the

fabric A square so the drawn line runs across the corner as

shown below. Sew directly along the drawn line. 
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Snowball Cutting Instructions:

To make 1 block, cut the following:

Background - 16x squares at 1 ½", draw a diagonal line on the

back of each 

Fabric A - 2x squares at 5 ½"

Fabric B - 2x squares at 5 ½"

Trim away the excess fabric from the corner before pressing.

Repeat this with each of the other three corners using three

more background squares to make a snowball unit. 

Make 2.



Repeat these steps using a 5 ½" square of fabric B and four 1 ½"

background squares. 

Make 2. 

Using two fabric A snowball units and two fabric B snowball

units, assemble the block as shown below. 

Trim block to 10 ½" square.

For a lap quilt, make 4.

For a twin quilt, make 9.

For a queen quilt, make 14.


